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-ABSTRACT
.1`h-e process. of invitational, teaching invdNeS the

creation of an optimal situation where teachers withpOsitive
perdeptions of student* interact with students
themselves. The content. of this invitational Process IfeAl

good about
ocess s a typeof

self-belief extended from One PeiSon to the othet, a belief Ahat eaC11

individual, has an unkftbwn potential only partially actualizid, and .is
ultimately an able, viluable.,.and responsible_ human being and can,
behave as-suck. The skillful inviOtional teacher, then, is someone

CaAAevelgp a trusting relatAinship with students, is competent
in assessing their personal self theo;ies, and can communicate
iseauingful messages. A number Of questions still .need to be addressed
by researchers, however,: concerning the identification, of-
invitational messages, proper developmental -patterns, reasons for not
extending invitations, ethical'dlmensions, reasons for rejection -of
invitations, and identification of disinvited staAents. Furthermore,
the Overall concept of invitational teaching is in its
appidach to content. To be effective, teachers must conjoin their
invitational teaching:skills with in understanding of the major
concepts, Rethodologies, And organization of a,
knowledge. The invitational teacher

Particular field of
acher must perceive not only the

importance of knowing something,.but o how one'knows something,
i.e., how we make sense'of the world. the invitational teacher, then,
is someone Who perceives students as fellow human beings and
knowledge as vital inquiry and is skillful in coordinating these
relationships through behaviors so' that students are invited to
learn. (DS)
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INVITATIONS TO WHAT ?,: C NSIDERATIONS FOR

THE DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHERS'

Dr. John Mic ael Novak
Brodk Unive sity"
College Of ducation
St. Cathari es, Ontario

T

This critique examines the .concept of invitational teaching..
. proffered by WIlliaM W. Purkey in his book, Inviting School Success: "-
A Self,'-Concept Approach to Teaching And Learning :(Wadsworth
.Publishing Co.,'1978) in terms of what it says and ,what It leaves
out. An extension of' the invitational concept isdeVeloped by the
author to deal with the neglected cognitive domain.

1" .
.

s\In Part I the con6ept of invitation is analyzed emphasizing
its perceptual and reciprocal basis..The,content,of tehe invitational
process id- seen to be,atYpe of self'belief"Which willbetter enable
a student to modify or expand his/hei,personal self theory so as
to see himself/herself as able,. valuable, and-responsible.
first, part.ends-with.specific.recommendations'o'researchers for:
refining the concept.. Part II deals with,the necessity for including
the world of and for knowledge in the*prOcesS of invitational teaching.

. A model is developet which includes the addiionOfthisdomain.
Part III considerS a more detailed perceptuar and behavioural
description of the invitational teacher based on this extended model.

The paper concludes with. the comment that Professor Purke
has' presented a vivid and important description of the invitatibnal
persori in the school setting. The concept,' however, can be refined
to deal with the teacher as teacher.,
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INVITATIONS ,T4 WHAT.**:

CONSIDERAiIONSF012,-THEDEVELOPMENT 0118ACHERS

Dr: aohn, Michaek Novak
. Brwk UniverSity,..
College of Edubation-
St. Catharines,, Ontario

..

, . H ._
The concept 'of inviting school success. as

.e,
formulated'by W. W.

Purkey (1978) is a well-Written follow-up to,hfs other successful

book -- Self Concept. and School Achievement (1970) and'vis:an

attempt to mo'e !fully systematize, operationalize, and personalize

a ,self concept approach to teaching and learning. This is no

.easy task, tobe sure, and sucOessful, ultimate completion of

a fully validated and defensible selfconcept-.pedagogy would be

a., monumental contribution to those involved in the educational

e4hterprise., However,.sad t8' say,. due t the nature andcomplexity'
.

4,Ofe the' world we,..11ivp in, very few important things come to us in
0

their final form, 'and those of a monumental' nature usually only

attract Pigeons. That may( be a satisfactory target forthoe

who live inn' the sky but, ails Hirst and Peters-stated "to be near.

the,earth is not altogeth r unbecoming for those who live on,it.."

(pg. 98, 1971) In. writingthiS paper then I accept the invitation

of Professor Purkey to Attempt to bring the concept of invitational.

iteaching "down to earth"i by.examining it from an internal and

external perspective and pointing out possible implicationd it. has

for the development, of teachers. This paper they will be in three
,

parts. In Part I, front' an-internalAperspective, the model of

invitational teaching'will be summarized and analyzed. Questions

ybich will be answered, in this section will include: "What are



we inviting students to do?" Wand "what types of researciL would be
ir

useful in unifying jand elaborweing this theory?" 'Thus this first

part of the Paperx4ill be an invitation to researchers and
4%

copractitioners to o sider certaintYPes of research 4nd'experiendes

which might poss41 refine invitational theory. Next, in Part II,

this paper. will look at what seems toHbe left out of the invitational
j

approach and Proffer another aspect to the model. More specifically

it will look at the relationship between,lnyitational teaching

the cognitiVe domain and suggest a cognitive orlentation teachers

might seek to develop to better invite students to meaningfully

participate in the 14Orld,of knowledge. Finally, in the last part

of this paper, a ske
t

ch of the invitational teacher based on this

extended.model will, presented.

Part I: An Internal Pers ective

Invitational teaching as presented by Purkey (1978) is a

.theory of interpers nal communication. With its emphasis on the

system and the processes by ,which the. self is

created, maintained and enhanced it appears to borrow heavily from

self, the self

symLiolic interactionism. (Manis and Meltzer, 1967). Using only

this framewotk for interpreting fte'process, invitations and

disinritationS are'Symbols which are transmitted to individuals

by significant others and the environment and which thus effect:

how that receiving individual sees'himself/herselfand the world

he/she is in. A per on who has been effectively invited to see

himself/herself as a 1 , valuable and responsible will, most:

probably, b able act meaningfully upon thA world and live a
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life fiJled with integrity and choice. On the other hand those

° who have continually been disinvited will look upon themselves as .

rather despiCable characters who are anferior in most respects and

.

wil have to continually struggle to find positive meaning and

fulfillment in a world which is continually attacking., A .simple

schematic diageam of this symbolic interactionist interpretation

might look like this:

Message.
Unknown
ElapsedSender.

(leacher)
Receiver =
(Student) i(Invitation or

DisinVitation
imeT

-z,

General types
of activities
engaged in.
with the _world

This however is not only a simple interpretation,'it misses

the fundamental perceptaal, and interactional basis df the theory.

A more accurate depiction of invitational process should focus on

the relationShip of perceptions to behaviour (Comber Richards and

Richards,1976) and the reciprocal nature of the interactional

situation.. A'diagram withr this emphasis would look like this:
7- 4

tiJ

Short
Term ,

Student Behaviour
or neutral)

meachar
Perception of Student

(+,-, or neutral)'

Student Perdeptioft
of Teach= 4F3ehaviour

(Accept, reject, ignore
hold in abeyance) ,

Teacher Behaviour
(Invitation, disinvitation

or neutral activities)
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This expanded diagram calls attention to several new aspects

not available in the previous more simple model. In this second

nodel Perceptions: are seer as the directors of behaviour b t-also

are related to the behaviour of the other person or peisons involved

in the interaction. Aithougil the cyclical'process can be started

anywhere if you bcpgin, with the _teacher it might-'go like this:; ti

teachers trio hold Positive.perceptions of students are most likely

to extend posi invitations to studentt. Depending on how a

student perce es himself/her_self and ,the person extending the

invitation) a st dent egerciseC. choice 'in accepting, rejecting,

hold g in abeyance or igno ing the messag of the .teacher. This

perception will be lad lorc to the' `teach way of the stjtent's

behaviour, although there may,be

It shouad be noted that the.ppocess can continue and contains two-

ongerm residUal effects.

way ,arrows -at.each aspect to emphasize that:it,isirot a simple

linear-p ss -- some stude9ts, because of their perceptions and

behavidurs, seerrito invite teacher invitations or disinvitations.

The use of a matrix will make this idea clearer.. If teachers and

students could,be'divided into two groups those. with positive

perceptions and those with negative perceptions, ;ps: nave7aiituation

like this:
".

Teacher
Perceptions/Pehavi

gturlent Perce?Zions/Behaviour

A

I
+

III Iv

,
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In square' #1 we have the optimal situation where tea6hers
.*'who have positive perceptions about stud interact with stUdents

who feel ,good about themselves: The goal of invlational teaching

4''' is to increase the number of interactions-in this square. On the

oth?",extreme (square #4) we have the opposite situation -- teachers
t istaxle studerts both exhibit' egative'perceprions and behaviour.

The invitational will make a deliberate and conscious

../J

,effort to brek out of this situation. This would involve continually

extending invitation students with low self esteem .(square-#2)

even though these-may be ,rejected or ignored at tirSt., It is only

by moving through this stage that there is a chance to reach the

Optimal tat2_(square #1). There would also seem to be,.sad to

say, some cases.where S;taents_ who feel ,good about themselves and

behave in positive ways-interact with teachers who perceive and

treat them -negatively (sqUare #3). Here we have a process which

could potentially be moving to a more negatiye situation (square #4).

....qhus the invitational/disinvitational probess can move in either'

a,positive or negative direction. The invitational teacher Purkey
-I

,writes ab t is an individual who is aware of t as process, and who

T
,- v,

intends t enhance his/her students' concept f themselves through' .------.

use-use of personalized, skillful invitatiOnS.

Moving from the process of inviting,to the content of the
t

invitational message the more basic question perhaps should be asked

-- What are we inviting Students,to do? Purkey's invitational process

is.not intended to be a form of conditioning, although it may appear

to 'h ye behavioural overtones. Although it- is through a behaviour

that invitations are transmitted, and their ultimate effect mav he a



b66vioural.outcome, the basis of the invitational-process is perceptual.

Thus,the content of the invitational proCess is 'a certain type of
,k

perception and depends on the willingneSs Of persons to, extend and

receive it. But again,what.is it,that we are inviting studeritS.t

do?- If it is not a conditioning process, then we are not intending

to:h0e students mindlessly accept and act up:AI the- bit of informatio

that they; able, valuable and,responsible. Rather, thecontent

of the invitations l process is, a type of self elief extended from,

one-iron to another person for the sake of bein considered:

Peson.A, in inviting Arson B, is actuallysaying-"I have something

which I belleveabout you and which-I wish you to consicAer:' That

Something I believe is that you are pltimately an able,.valuable'

and responsible human being and that your can behave as such.'* 'The

basi.4 of this belief is a type of reasoned, leap of faith. At its

most developed level it assuMes that Lieople'in general, and more

r
particularly this specific_individual, have an Unknown- potential

which is only being partially actualized, is importSnt in.himself/,.

.

herself and has the ability to chooses and lead a meargful

existence.. In extending an invitation then, one person is, asking

another to' make this` leap ,of fait about himself/herself..

rb

Ultimately the-invitational. tEacher.i6transpitting

J3ersonalized messages to his/her studerits which,:if accepted, give,

students significant information to better enab,120- them to modify

Extend their personal. theory as to wilo they are and what they)

y become. Rather thah saying thatyan invitation effec

concept of a student,it is probably more-accurate to say that in

accepting an invitation a. student Tows that.46/sholls willing t
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Xpand or reconstruct his/her self; theory, hat
.

persOnailized.

"thierarC'hical:OrganizatiOn of COncepts that asdkmilates experience

and'guides:behaviOur" (gpstein,-197.3.,,pg'. 414
, The skillful

,invitational teacher then' is 'someone who is able to develop

tpasting relationsktipp with his students.Ais see as a.petson of

good will), is competent in assessing their personal self theories,
,

and can communicate meaningful' messages which, if"atceptede have

a potential once of enabling ,a student to enhance-Nhis effectivene's's

in dealing withfyi

.

rf this, is, what invitational teaching iqin the abstract, what
)

does it invite those of. us in the concrete morld of teaching

research.ko do? In an unpublished paper entitled "Inviting Sc

Success: Twelve Tentative Assumptions" (1977'ProfeslOr Purkey' '

presented, some basiCldeas regarding invit-ational teaching. SOme

.Of these will'now be rooked at for the purposebf raising.gileation4

,regarding the clarity and .direction -'of the theory.

. 'InvitatIons and disinvitations are found- in
every aspect o 'schooling"and take countless

,

forms and shapes.'
,

.

: 1

If these messages exist everywhere. and are -in countless forms,
, _

.

. " - : 7, . . . . ,
pow are they best 'to be found? Can,outside raters be-train& to

,

decipher the central attibute of apessage or does it only d- vnd

',.on.the perceptions of students involved in the gittiatibn? If It

depends On sudentjjerceptiOns,' ?that is the bestway..to get at
- ,

these? How:aCcurate and cOnsistentare student self tepottp in

dealing with invitatiorils? Perhapt'a methodology could be dtvelOped

whereby outside observers would
A.
attgmpt to get the "feel" for the
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'psrceptual struFture of students in aschodl-Situation. 4his could

provide the, basis for evaluating situations according to their

- student peceiVed invitational qualities.

lk

3. Otudents.dainnot develop,,,,roptimally, without, being
invited to do so. $tudents want to e qpnfirmedas able, vOivable, and 'responsible b significant-

. others.

Is there.a general dev'elopmeintal pattern which. itatiiOns

aim at? If'so,,can it be broken down intb' its most basic.com% nents
'1 :

for varioq age levels? Are there dirfferent.typeS of invitati s

which'see6.tO2work.better with different types of individuals or

different groups? If there-are, how can educatOrS be0t,be,taught

V..

to identify and use them? Are there some personality.clashesr

which make it,difficult or invitations to be extended'or received

The teacher always 4s,.the power to determine
the quality and quantity,of.invitations and
disinwitations extended to students..

If it is always, within the. teacher's powei. to extend

invitations/ what reasons are given for not doing so always? What
4

-environmental ffEtore (Administrative st4cture, slge of 'school,

location of school, etc.) ,Seem to enhance or diminish the likelihood,
, 4

of invitations being extended? Are there.individual styles for
P

extending invitations? If so, to what extent, can teachers be

taught or encouraged do develop, their personal Styles?

o ;
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. 0

'When thelteacher extetds an invitatiot, he
or she has the responsibility to insure that

, .

the Atudent has a reasonable chance o'f accepting
and acting upon it successfully.

,,
, .

(

What are the ethical 4 involved in extendihg

invitations? Is there a minimureinvitationaI level Which could `

be identified and expeCteA from each 'teache? Are .there. model

invitatiohal eachers whose perceptions and behaviours
: 4

.

systematically analyzed?.

coUld'be

10. Becpuse an invitation is rejected,, does n ot
meah the teach'e'r is rejected: There are countless
reasons why Some, students are unable or unwilling,
to .accept the most well-intentionedlinmitations.,

To what exteAlcan we determine the reasons'why invitations

are accepted or rejected? Are there'situations in which no .

pdssible itat ions could be accepted? Are there determinable

leVp17 45f acceptande or rejection of,invitations? To what extent-

'does the surface behaviour of indivicluals represent their 'actual

acceptance or rejection of 'an invitation?
..

k z-

12. From- an-invitatiohal vantage point, there is as much-
. a need to be ?concerned with the hdisinvitedm studeht_
as with :*disadvantaged" and di'eaPled6 ones.

) v

How can disi#vited. students be ideAtified? Are there some

basic categoriekof :Oisinvited 'students?, Can special environments

be created to meet the invitational needs Of disinvited studehts?

Is there a'special type of training teachers need for working,with

*
the*severely disinvited student?
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The'invitational approach to teaching seems o have heuristic

.value for both prqctitioners and researchers. For the classroom i

teacher it offers some 'direct ion and practiCal suggestions. For

the researcher it raises many possibilities for extended investigation,

inevitabily though)it would seem that the long-range usefulneSs

of the theory will depend on the extent to which it can be refined

and extend d.

Part II: Another As ect to onsider

As was stated earlier, in this paper the process of, inviting

students is ,a theory oeinterPersonal communications. While most .d

everyone would .hree that a Positive, inviting relationship with

students would seem to'be a necessary part of teaching, by itself

it may not be sufficient. What seems to be left out? Very simply,

if it is accepted that the act of teaching is an activity which

involves somebody teaching something to somebody, the something,

the content of what in taught, appears to be limited in this

approach. Perhaps it could be reasoned that the content of

invitatinteaching is the message that student is able, valuable

and responsible and as such could potentially i)e communicated°

t, (nigh most any type of content. But is this really all we can

,say that teaching ought to be? Using only this kpproach therer

,seems to be a da ger, as expressed by Freire (1970qqty)alf existence

is reduced to mere subjectivism and the reality Of a world

' outside of an individual's present perceptions- is minimized or

ignored. While it could be argued very strongly that ignoring the

subjective processes of the student would usually have negative

13.



pedagogical effectk,- this in itself i,sbo .sufficient justification

for saying that only subjective processes are important in

teaching,c.

Perhaps this paint can be made clberer by way of the following

model emphasizing the teacher's relationship both to the student

and to the world of and for knowledge:

This model attempts- to take seriously the idea that the

teaching act involves somebody teaching something to somebody)

in addition to not negating the basic tenet of invitations that

we can only invite students to.consider something. By emphasizing

the teacher's relationship both to the student and the world of

and for knowledge the'model points out the limitation of only

conside'ring one aspect. At one extreme, the person who only

has a po'sitive personal relationship wijh his students but has

nothing else t6.teadh theth may be an effective counsellor but is

not engaged in-a teaching activity. Likewise, an individual who

is very much involved with the world of and for knowledge, may be
is

a dedicated scholar.but without a relationship to students it:is

questionable whether he/she could be considered a teacher. This

is certainly not to say ttiat a teacher should not engage in these.

1/1
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activities but rather that there is more to teaching than each

One considered separately. The model offered here posits the

notion that a.teacher) through a combination of his/her relationships

with the world of and for,knowledge and his/her personal relationship

With, his/her students) invites theM ,participate personally and

meaning fully in the world of and for knoWledge. Obviously,this

model needs clarification and should be brought down to earth

before it'can be very useful.

Since the relationship of the, teacher to the student was

strongly emphasized earlier in this paper this does not need to

be elaborated on again. 'Rather the neglected area of Turkey's
. /

invitational concept, the teacher's relatiOnship with the world

of and f 'i'kflowledge needs to be clarified at thig time. If --the

act of teaching is thought.to be more than only, relating to students

what, in:1 eral, is it that a teacher should also relate to?g

The previoA diagram'stressed the importance of the teacher's
4

relationship to the world of and for` knowledge but what, in the

world, ,does this mean? Quite basically, if the educated person

is thought to be someone who has an understanding of s'omething

(Peters, 1972) then the something which is understood and related'

to is the world of and for knowledge. The world of)nowledge-;.

as the term is used here, is thought to be that type of knowledge
,

which is public and cumulative, that which we consider to be a

-meaning fully structured and growing body of knowledge. The world

for knowledge, on the other hand, refers to the world as a whole,

whichis potentially knowable. A teacher's relationship Ait to

3d
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the world of.andfor knowledge,involves-tkis/her, understanding and,9 ,

personal meaning of the major concepts,*.methodologies and

organization of one or various'bodies of knowledge ih addition to

the ability to use this knowledge meaningfully approach-the world

as a whole. Using Scheffler\ss,"PhilosoPhical Models of Teaching"

(1967) tb expand this idea, the tea_Oher with a vital, meaningful,

rela ionship with the world of rand for knowledge posssses''an

of some area or areas of public knowledge, has

insights, about its usefulness and applicability and applies

tial rules gOverning the,,-a ssessment of issuesgeneral an

related,to it. Ctinctly, the teacher with a meaningful

relationship to the ,World of and more knowledge is i3;ter6Sted in

and kn6ws soiethir worthwhile, and'is able to expand, apply and

6riticie this knowledge. If this relationship is conjoined with

a positive relationship with students we thus have a teacher who

is Perceived as a person of good will, who knows the "lived world"
.

of his/her students and is able-to relate the world of and for

knowledge 'to their experiences, and who invites them to'meaningfully

partidipate in P-multiple,evolving tradition of thought and understanding

, of themselves and the world around them.

Israel Scheffler emphasized this cognitive orientation most

eloquently when he stated:

In teaching, we, do not impose sour wills on students,
but Introduce him to many mansions of the heritage in
which we ourselves strive to 1We, and to the improvement
of which we ourselves are dedicated. (1967, pg. 134)
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The nOkt part oyhis paper)will'consider a more detailed .

perceptual-and bellavloural description.of the invitational teacher

based upon this extended model.

t III: A DeScri tion, of the Invitational Teacher

If it is accepted that the invitational teacher is a caring,

reflective perSon who .is able to establish a meaningfullpositiVe

relationship with his/her students and the' world of and for knowledge

then this model could be rendered more meaningful by a further "%,

'perceptual and behavioural analysis of each of the component parts.

Perceptually, in relationship to students, it would appear

that a strong case could be 4eveloped for the necessity of the type

perceptual baSIs studied and descrilbed by Wasicsko ( 77). That

study, in summarizing other search in the area,, O fered evidence
r;

that-successful teachers, a perceived by their administrators,

peers, and students, differed significantly fromteachers perceived

as unsuccessful in terms of theil perceptions of themselves;

Itstudents, orientation and frame of reference. Quite simply,
?

sykccessful teachers saw themselves as a part of mankind, saw students

as able, were people oriented and had a large frame of reference.

Certai3ly-it would seem that these perceptions would be desirable_ .

for any person in the helping professions. In additionhowever,

these could be especially significant for teachers involved in the

process of.invit,ing students to participate in the world of and 'for

knowledge. For example, the person who sees himSelf/herself as

part of mankind colloid very easily see himself/herselfas vitally



connected to mankind's relentleqs and often frustrating' inquiry

into 'the nature and meaning of knowledgwand significant action.

The'teacherwith a pdsitive perption'in this area would have

a feel for ,both the necessity and difficulty involvecbin this
q

pursui . Likewise, a teacher, who perceives students as able coUld
c,

extend this to seeing, students as having the,Potentialto comprehend
A

situations, solve problems; and commtpciate meaningfully_ and

intelligently about the world:. In ordei to do this successfu
-44q

it would.be important to perceive the relationship of the oft
4,,

0 1

abstract world of knowledge to the feelings, thoughts, desir

(.,"7,predicaments and personal self thebries of ones' students .k p.-, 1976).
V '-'

Thus the people orientation perception could be very import nti
r

in enabling a teacher to desfre,t0.50 from the abstract to th(t,
,

c ncrAte "lived world" of students. Finally, the large frameof
c 44

re ere perception for theiinvitatittnal teacher could b very
,

g
c ;or

,

useful :in enabling.Iiim/herto differentiate, the large picture of,.
. . ._ .

what he /she inviting Stu ents 0 participate in from the particula

instances and examples used:tO,invite this participay.o4. The
1

,

invitationdi t.eacher in this dimension would have a solid cognitive

goal tb pursue but could be 1.exib e and empathetic ih using means:

to attain this goal.

Although the,teacher's,perceptual fraLwork just described

obvio'lisly overlaps 'with the cognitive orientation of- leaching,

there also seem to'be some specific cognitive percept ons which

appear to be necessary. If teaching is perceived as h deliberate

activity to invite students to participate meaningfullP in the
11P--

1 00, A
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I
world of and for knowledge,' then the invitational teacher, as

0

teacher, should- certainly be committed to the deliL;erate.goal of

nurturing intellectual expansiveness so, that students can increase

in literacy,, thinking, and communication through various mediums

and situations. This Cognitive, orientation,does not.haV.e to be

preceived es an absttaCt t. epd to`70e in .itself but rather
.

( .can be seen aS a highli signific means for students' and teachers

to explore, ekOlain and

and hoW the world' works

invent knowledge regarding .who they. are

Faking this one,step further; it wound

also'seeM that the, invi ational teacher not only perceives the
.

.

importances of knowing omething bUt also perceives the kiportanCe'
..,.. ...

knowing how you kno and examining and refining lithe prOcesses
,--11

. /which we make sense of the world and ourselvep. This is. no/
./'

e
c

rc BedKtheasy prOcesS and it ma, be, as so.cogentIY argued

(1965), what educatio as a discipline 4s all aboii
0

:(
The i vat

. -

d fellow humat-be s and knowledge as 'vital inquiry. and, most
\

importantly,v:i s If 1:in coordinating thes,e relationships.
.-- .

that -Students At invited to activelyiparticipate in theM:454

of meaningfig,know edge.. Sinceskillful coordination of relationships
p .

1 teacher then someone who perceives stiiaents'

is ultimately exp egsed through behavioUrs, this is a. good way

to bring perceptions back ,Sown to earth,t. .
.The'll avioural aspect 'of interpersonal communication is\

strongly emp asized in Inviting School Success (Purkey, 1978) and,
.

Nzl
-1

in addition numtrous specific examples are giv.en of -types of

C
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intentional mesSages whioncommunidate to students that they are.
40

able, :)vaIuable and responsible.. Teachers. skillful in 'transmitting
.

these types ,of messages have developed the ability ta attend to..

specific 'student, behaviours. Extending personal invitations howeiter
o

is not the only 'slkill useful to teachers in relating well to

students. In addition, it may be necessary at time- to confront

s students wtth problems and resolve- various sorts of conflicts with
1

them. The skill` stressed by Thomas Gordon in .Teacher Effectiveness

Training, (1974) could be very useful, to the inN'fitational 'tea her yin

attending' to these matters. Behaviourly, it would mostmost

important for the invitational teacher to be knowledgeable and
..

skilled in a wide variety of areas, expecially t e 'where the

IFtypical type of response usually has harmful of cts on Students.

Being ableto, use intentionally and naturally, non-typical types

of behaviour to communciate meaningfully with students would seem

to. be the .trademark of the invitational teacher.

In additiOn, the invitational. teacher would be knowlegeable
_ .

skilled in using behaviours Which invite students to pprtfcipate

ingfully in the world of and for knowledge. Developing skills

which\invite students to critically examine how they perceive the

world, 'how they are affected by varioutypes of social situations

and what 'factors they consider in making ethical decisions (Novak, 1976)

would certainly seem to be pedagocially important for the invitational

teacher. More specific tykes of teaching practices could be enhanced
N,

by personalizing various of the models of teAching deyeloped by

Weil and Joyce (1978 (a) )`, (1978 (l21) , (Weil, Joyce and Kluwin, 1978).

20
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These models offer7a variety of teaching 'strategies whioh.could-

be Useful in inviting.stUdents to better process information,.

learn,skills, deyelop socialjproblem solving techniques, and think

critically about how they perSonally perceive reality._ T8 the

invitational teacher methods are an important tool or reaching

desirable ends. Finally, the invitational, teacher should be willing

and able-to iisclose to students his/her p rgnal encounters in

trying .to make sense of the world: This sharingof success and

frustration in coming to grips with the world of anal' for knoviledge

often.adds ambaningful and significant'element to this all to often,

remote enterprise.

JP

Invitational teachers are enthusiastic and committed to the

task of inviting students to participate inthe process of making

sense and transforming the human predi4ament. They care enough

to learn and personalize the appropriate skills.

\): Final Comment

This paper was an attempt to analyze and expand the concept

invitations developed by Professor Purkey. It took the position

at, though he has made an important contribution to educators'_

by describing the invitational person in the school setting, the

concept can still be refinedlbrther to consider the specific

activities of teachers as teachers. If we accept the idea that

the educator should be a person firSt and only after

that a professionali, tiler? the concept of the invitational person can

be an important and nelcessary.foundation for the development of the

invitational teaoher. 1 21
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